LOCATION & REMOVAL
Firstly to determine if your PCM unit is compatible,
press and hold the MAIN & TRIP buttons to display the
PCM Software version. Should be 2.0 or above

INSTALLATION
With the head unit now removed locate the power ISO
plug and the Black optical plug shown below.

Installation is made at the front unit.

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
1. Press TEL on PCM Radio.
2. “Tooki Searching” indicates no phone connected.
3. Start the pairing procedure on your mobile phone.
Make sure the Bluetooth feature is turned on. Consult your phone’s manual for phone-specific pairing
procedures.

To remove the head unit you will need to remove the
surrounding trim then the 4 screws securing the unit, as
below. Some models are removed with specific radio
keys.

4. Once your mobile phone discovers Tooki xxxx (last 4
digits will vary), select and pair Tooki.
5. When prompted for a passkey, enter 6888 on yourmobile phone.
Insert OPTICAL leads into TOOKI-POR loom and car loom
to create loop, see diagram below
IN cable from interface

6. Once pairing is complete, press TEL and select
“phonebook” Choose the phone you wish to pair, and
select. After a short while you should see your signal
strength indicator and phone book list on the PCM Radio. Pressing “Tel” will then show you your network provider and signal strength.
7. You may pair up to 5 different mobile phones. For
information on phone selection, section 6

TOOKI-POR is designed to work with a radio that has a
factory SIM card based GSM phone option rather than
Bluetooth. As such, certain functions displayed on the
radio are not supported by the TOOKI-POR.

The factory phone module (if fitted) will need to be
removed from its power and optical connection
(optical cables must be re-connected to continue
loop) This module is located under the drivers
(O/S) seat on all models. It is possible to install the
TOOKI kit at the Factory phone location and allocate 12v+ perm and ground.

OUT cable from screen

INTERFACE

CAR CONNECTOR

To remove the (out) fibre optic cable from the factory connector you will need to remove the black outer casing and
push out the blue locking insert. You will need to do the
same to insert the cable into the supplied loom. (shown in
previous fig)
Next plug in the power link loom into the car harness, plug
in the microphone (supplied) and insert optical plug into
the interface.

8. To delete a paired phone select phone book, scroll to
the phone name you wish to delete, select the name
by pushing the rotary button. When the name is selected scroll to “delete” on screen and you should
see the message “are you sure you want to delete”
select yes.
9. you may use any of the units hard keys as well as
the on screen lists to dial out.

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
The TOOKI-POR is designed for a phone ready
PORSCHE vehicle, When used properly, the TOOKIPOR establishes a wireless Bluetooth link between the
Porsche PCM radio and your mobile phone.
With key features such as Phone book synchronization
(phone dependent), Privacy mode, Radio keypad dial /
call / hang-up, and noise-cancelling technology,

TOOKI-POR
BLUETOOTH PHONE CONNECTION
ALL PORSCHE equipped with PCM2
(SW version 2.0 and above)
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Disclaimer
NAV TV (Europe) Ltd is not liable for any incidental, consequential or indirect damages. In case of erratic behavior of the vehicle’s
electrical system please disconnect the NAV TV product and contact our technical support Team. NAV TV (Europe) Ltd does not assume
liability for any diagnostic fees.
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